Installation Instructions

Joint gaskets furnished with this valve or gaskets for PVC pipe from Johns-Manville; Ehtyl Corp./Visqueen Div.; or Flintkote MUST be used – DO NOT SUBSTITUTE.

Inspect gasket, joint socket and groove, and pipe spigot for cleanliness. Remove any dirt or foreign matter.

Set gasket in groove with colored marking facing out. Make sure gasket seats evenly and firmly. (To ease seating in smaller diameter pipe dip gasket in water – DO NOT USE LUBRICANT FOR THIS PURPOSE.)

Lubricate spigot end of pipe ONLY – following pipe manufacturer’s instructions.

Assemble pipe in joint as recommended by pipe manufacturer.
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By deviating from the above listed instructions, you will void any product warranty and release Mueller Co. and its affiliated entities from any and all liability associated with the installation or use of this product. For details on the product’s warranty, terms, and conditions, please visit www.muellercompany.com.
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